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Alan turing aportes

The computer on which this article is written and all the mechanisms related to computing were developed thanks to Alan Turing, the greatest mathematical genius of the twentieth century, thanks to his contributions and the transcendence of these in our daily lives. RELATED: The Tewing Test: The Road to Eradicating the Human Race
Biography and contributions of Alan TuringS full name Alan Mathieson Turing and he was born in Paddington, London, on June 23, 1912. His father was a British official in India, and when Alan was born nearby, he and his wife returned to London because they wanted their son to be born there. Alan Turing spent some time travelling
between India and the UK, but in 1926 enrolled at Sherborne Boarding School, where he continued to develop his knowledge and interest in exact sciences, especially maths and chemistry. At this point in his life, he met Christopher Mork, his great friend and first love, who died in 1930. Photographs taken from turing.org In 1934 he
graduated from King's College, Cambridge and by the following year had already taught logic, probability and quantum mechanics at the same institution. In 1936, he published a study titled Computational Numbers, in which he laid the foundations for theoretical computing, as well as solving the problem of a solution, which, in general, is
to find an algorithm that is able to solve problems everywhere, which also gave rise to a Tyuzhny machine.YOU CAN READ: You can now know if a patient will come out of a coma - thanks to artificial intelligence From 1936 to 1938 he went to Princeton University to do postgraduate studies and there was a student of the Alonzo Church,
another outstanding mathematician with whom he developed various computer theses.  In 1939, he returned to the United Kingdom when World War II popped up, and he returned to Cambridge, where he was recruited for the mission for which he was most remembered. In Bletchley Park, Tyurin led a team of cryptographers who were
assigned a code decryption mission in which germans sent their military communications. These communications were sent through machines called Enigma that were similar to typewriters, but which when you pressed one key were replaced by another on their rotors, so that the existing combinations were millions. The photos, taken
from turing.orgEntnces Turing, worked on enigma's decryption mechanism and called it Bombe, which worked through logical deduction chains for any possible combination. Tewing and his team made him various adaptations and clarifications until they got Bombe to decipher Enigma, leading to the end of The Second War earlier and
millions of lives were saved. INTEREST: 5 YouTube channels for you to learn how to use ExcelFor this mission were built more than 200 bombs that were destroyed at the end of the war, because it remained secret until the 70s, which was also when the transcendence of the genius we are now dealing with was even more famous. From
1943 to 1945 he was chief consultant of Anglo-American cryptography and later began working at the National Laboratory of Physics, where he began working in Automatic Computing Engine (ACE) and was one of the first machines that could do algebraic calculations, decrypt codes and manipulate archivings. Bombe Model / Photo:
Destinationlondres During this time it also created the basis of programming languages and started by designing networks based on neural networks because Tewing believed that computers could come to think or have human-like behaviors that are the first representations of artificial intelligence. READ NEXT: Fernando del Paso: the
writer who taught us the meaning of history In 1948 he was appointed director of the University of Manchester's computer lab and created one of the first real computers. There he also created the Tewing Test, which is a test to determine whether a smart machine is or not. For this test two people and a machine to be tested, one person is
a judge and placed in a different room than where the other person and the machine are, this judge needs to know who is who because of their answers. In 1951 he was elected a member of the Royal Society of London and began teaching in mathematical biology and morphogenesis, which is the process the body follows to take its
shape. Tewing felt that prominent patterns, such as zebras or tigers, were associated with two chemicals acting as inhibitors or triggers to give these designs. A statue of Turing in ManchesterIn the following year Alan Turing was prosecuted for homosexuality, which was illegal in London at the time. The mathematician did not demined the
charges, but in order not to be taken to prison, he agreed to undergo estrogen-based hormone treatment, which had serious implications for his health and mood. READ ALSO: 10 YouTube channels will break you with mathsAlan Turing died on June 7, 1954 in Wilmslow, Cheshire. An autopsy showed that the cause of his death was
cyanide poisoning, and it was noted that there would be suicide, however there are versions indicating that it may have been accidental. After learning of Turing's great contribution not only to the theoretical sphere but also to the war, he was asked to grant a royal pardon for what was his crime. In 2009, the British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown apologised for the treatment the scientist received, but the royal pardon came before December 24, 2013. More of Collective Culture: The 4 Types of Artificial Intelligence that will dominate the world in the future of Deep Learning: the dark side of artificial intelligence that could destroy humanity What is mathematics and what its
meaning in everyday life, Türyn redirects here. In the article, Tewing (disambiguation). Alan Turing Passport Photo by Alan Turing aged 16Performing The Birth of Alan Mathieson Turing Birth on June 23, 1912 By Maide Vale (UNITED Kingdom and Ireland) or Warrington Lodge (UK and Ireland) Death 7 June 1954 (41 years) Wilmslow
(UNITED Kingdom) Cause of death By Hydrocy Residence Of Maida Vale and Guildford British NationalitySmone English Religion Atheism Family Padres Julius Mathieson Tying Etel Sarah Stone EducationLean At Cambridge School (from 1926) King's College (1931-1934)Princeton University (1937-1938) Alonzo Alonzo Church Church
Student of professional information theoretical computer expertise, mathematician, university professor, cryptographer, logic, Statistician, marathon runner and researcher of artificial intelligence area cryptocurrency, computer science, mathematics, logic and cryptography Employer of Cambridge UniversityInstitut of Science and
Technology from the University of ManchesterGCHQ (1 938-1945)National Laboratory of Physics (Great Britain) (1945-1947)University of Manchester (from 1948) technique and exploration TewingTest paradamáquina Tewing member of the Royal Society of Sports CareerSport Athletics Honours Royal SocietyPremio Smith (1936)Officer
of the Order of the British Empire (194 6) Member of the Royal Society (1951) Criminal InformationCargo (s) Rough obscenity (en) Web signatureWebsite www.turingarchive.org [editing wikidate data] by Alan Mathieson Tewing, (Paddington, London, June 23, 1912-Wilmslow Cheshire (June 7, 1954) – British mathematician, logician,
computer scientist, cryptographer, philosopher, theoretical biologist, marathon runner and runner. [5] He is considered one of the parents of computer science and a precursor to modern computing. He provided an influential formalization of the concepts of algorithm and computing: the Tewing machine. He formulated his version, now
widely accepted as the thesis of the Church of Tyuin (1936). During World War II, he worked to decipher Nazi codes, particularly enigma machines, and for a while Director of the Naval Enigma section of Bletchley Park. It was estimated that his work reduced the duration of this war by two to four years. After the war, he developed one of
the first digital programmable electronic computers at the British National Laboratory of Physics and soon after built another of the first machines at the University of Manchester. In the field of artificial intelligence, he is best known for the concept of the Tewing test (1950), a criterion according to which the intelligence of the machine can
be judged if its answers in the test do not recognize from the human being. Tewing's career ended abruptly after being prosecuted for homosexuality in 1952. Two years after his conviction, he died—according to the official suicide; however, his death led to other hypotheses, including murder. On December 24, 2013, Britain's Queen
Elizabeth II enacted an edict, officially exhaled mathematics, naught all the charges against him. Turing's biography was born in Maida Vale, London,[8] although it was conceived in Chatrapur, British India. His father Julius Mathieson Turing (1873–1944) was a member of the Corps of British Civil Servants in India. Julius and his wife Etel
wanted their son Alan born in the UK and returned to Paddington, where he was eventually born. His childhood British mathematician spent most of his childhood in India, given that his father worked in the colonial administration of the country. From a very young age, Tewing showed interest in reading (they say he learned to read on his
own three weeks later), according to numbers and puzzles. His parents taught him at St. Michael's School when he was six; her teacher immediately understood Turing's genius. His craving for knowledge and experimentation reached such an extent that at the age of eight, involved in chemistry, he designed a small laboratory in his home.
His school career was marked, on the one hand, by his skill and ease of mathematics and, on the other, by his nonconformist character, which led him to follow his own ideas and move away from the rigid (and illogical as he sees it) educational system. As a curiosity, we can say that Tewing drove about 90 km by bicycle during the
general strike of 1926 in order to go to school,[9] which makes us realize how later, in addition to being a scientist, he was a great athlete of almost Olympic rank. Just over fifteen years later, he got in touch with Albert Einstein's work and, in addition to understanding his foundations, understood his criticism of Newton's laws from a text in
which no such task was explained. Research between January 1922 and 1926 1926. attended Hazelhurst High School, an independent school in the village of Frant in Sussex (now East East East). In 1926, aged fourteen, he enrolled at Sherborne Boarding School in Dorset. His first day at school coincided with a general strike in
England, but his determination to attend classes was so great that he toured solo, with his bike, more than 60 miles separating Southampton from his school, spending the night in a snagg. Such a feat was collected in the local press. Türin's natural penchant for mathematics and science did not draw the respect of his sherbornes to him,
[11] Türin's natural penchant for mathematics and science did not draw attention to the respect of his sherborne teachers, whose concept of education placed a greater emphasis on classics. At Sherbon High School, he won most mathematical awards and also conducted chemical experiments of his own, though teachers' opinion of
Turing's independence and ambitions was not overly favorable. Despite this, Tewing continued to show a unique skill for learning, which he really enjoyed, and came to solve very advanced tasks for his age (16 years) without even studying elementary computing. Christopher Morcom Christopher Morcom studied with Thurin at Sherborne
High School and both shared a passion for science. During the lessons of mathematics or physics exchanged comments on puzzles. Chistofer invited Alan to meet his mother, an artist. Alan fell in love with him. He was his first love and the first person to believe in his ideas and with whom he could continue to develop them. On February
13, 1930, Christopher Morcom died of complications of bovine tuberculosis, which became infected after drinking milk from an infected cow. As Tewing recalled, he said: My most vivid memories of Chris are almost always one of those things he said to me. [15] Turing's religious faith has since been destroyed, and he has become an
atheist. He is also obsessed with understanding the nature of consciousness, its structure and origin. He accepted the belief that all phenomena, including the functioning of the human brain, are materialistic. [17] However, he continued to believe in the survival of the spirit after death. The university and his studies in computational
accessibility at King's College, Cambridge, where he studied in 1931 and became a member in 1935. His computer room is now named after him. Due to a reluctance to strive with the same intensity in the study of classics as in science and mathematics, Tewing suspended final exams several times and had to enroll in the university
school he chose in King's College, Cambridge University, not where it was his first choice, Trinity. After graduation, he moved to Princeton American University, where he worked with the logical church A. He received the teachings of Godfrey Harold Hardy, a respected mathematician who held a Sadlerian chair in Cambridge, and who was
later in charge of the Center for Research and Mathematical Research between 1931 and 1934. In 1935, Tewing was appointed professor at King's College. Solution to decision-making The main article: Entscheidungsproblem Entscheidungsproblem, which translates as a decision-making problem, was a challenge in symbolic logic to find
a common algorithm that would decide whether the formula for calculating the first order of the theoremy. The problem was originally raised by Leibnitz in the 17th century after the construction of his mechanical designation machine. David Hilbert formalizes the problem at the VII International Congress of Mathematics (Bologna, 1928),
raising the search for a valid algorithmic procedure to solve possible mathematical issues, through three questions: Is mathematics complete? Does mathematics match? Is mathematics solved? While Hilbert suggested that the answer to the question was yes, Kurt Goedel, meditating on the theorems of incomprehension, showed that the
first two questions may not be the case because, as Goedel argues: In any sequential formation of mathematics that is strong enough to define the notion of natural numbers, an assertion cannot be constructed that cannot be demonstrated or refuted within this system , while the former claims: No sequential system can be used to
establish itself. However, they were unable to resolve the latter issue. The difficulty was the lack of value of what is meant by mechanical procedure. In 1936, Alan Turing presented the concept of Turing Machine in his work On Computer Numbers and together with Alonzo Church both demonstrated that it was impossible to write such an
algorithm. As a result, it is also impossible to decide with a common algorithm whether certain specific phrases of arithmetic are true or false. Thesis Church-Tütin Main article: Church-twing thesis Thesis of the Church-Tewing hypothetically formulates the equivalence between the concepts of computing function and the Tewing Machine,
which is expressed in ordinary language, will be: Each algorithm is equivalent to the Tewing Machine. This is not a mathematical theorem in itself: it is a formally unfulfilled statement, a hypothesis that, however, has a virtually universal acceptance. Church-turing thesis posits that any model has the same algorithmic capabilities or subset
that the Tewing machine has. Tyuzhna Machine Main article: The Thying Machine In its study Computational Numbers, with an addition to Entscheidungsproblem (published on May 28, 1936), Tewing reformulated the results produced by Kurt Godel in 1931 on the verge of demostrate and computing, replacing the universal formal
language described by Goedel for what is now known as a prison machine, formal and simple devices. [19] Tewing demonstrated that this machine is capable of solving any mathematical tasks that can be presented by an algorithm. Tyuing machines remain a central object of research in computer theory. He went so far as to prove there
was no solution to the solution problem, Entscheidungsproblem, initially proving that the problem of stopping for Tewing's machines is unsolvable: it is impossible to algorithmically decide whether this Tewing machine will stop or not. Although his demonstration was published after the Church of Alonzo's equivalent demonstration of his
lambda calculation, Turing's research is much more accessible and intuitive. [20] He was also a pioneer with his concept of a versatile machine (from Tewing), with the thesis that this machine could perform the same tasks as any other type of machine. His research also introduces the concept of defined numbers. [21] Oracle Machines
Home article: Oracle Machine Most of 1937 and 1938 was spent at Princeton University studying under the direction of Alonzo Church. Between 1938 and 1939 he returned to England and studied mathematics philosophy. In 1938 he received a doctorate from Princeton; In his speech, he presented the concept of hypercomputers, which
expanded Turing's machines with so-called oracle machines, allowing for a study of problems for which there is no algorithmic solution. After returning to Cambridge in 1939, he attended Lectures by Ludwig Wittgenstein based on mathematics. They argued and supported figuring out how Tewing defended mathematical formalism and
Wittgenstein criticized that mathematics was overrated and revealed no absolute truth. Bombe's cryptographic analysis (code decryption) reproduced the action of several Enigma machines. A day after Britain announced the war in September 1939, Tyurin was summoned to Bletchley Park, where the British Decryption Service was
located. Nine thousand people who worked there were engaged in an attempt to interpret German communications encrypted in Morse code. Encryption did this rotary system machine called Enigma (machine). Enigma was invented in 1918 by Arthur Scherbius. It was like a typewriter, in which each time one letter was pressed, it was
replaced by another to use three internal rotors (military vehicles accelerated to use five), resulting in more than ten billion different configurations. Due to the portable nature of the machine, operators could be located at command posts, inside tanks, submarines, bombings, etc. Regardless of their location, operators carried instructions on
how rotors should be positioned, and positions changed every few days. A Tewing-led team using equations and calculations found guidelines in messages so they could reveal a small portion of their work. However, they still could not decipher them. Just when Tewing wondered: What if fighting a car like Enigma wasn't enough of another
car? [25] After this question, Tewing was able to implement his theories: he developed the Bombe machine. Bombe was looking for the german machine's rotor configuration, implementing a chain of logical deductions for each possible combination. Due to the improvement of mathematician Gordon Welchman on March 14, 1940, the first
prototype was completed. After a while, they had more than two hundred bombs. [26] The work of the British Decryption Service, led by Tewing, was important in reducing the war. Some historians say that his work reduced the duration of the war by two years, saving about fourteen million lives. [27] At the end of the war, bombe machines
were dismantled and all works remained secret until the 1970s. In 1974, Captain VF Winterbotham wrote the book The Ultra Secret. [28] Research on early computers, The Turing Test, is a test offered by Alan Turing looking for a way to prove the existence of intelligence on the machine. From 1945 to 1948, Tewing lived in Richmond,
London, where he worked at the National Laboratory of Physics (NPL). In 1947 he started working on the design of ACE (Automatic Computer Engine). At the same time, a similar project was in the United States called EDVAC von Neumann. Tewing's ACE differed in that it included the implementation of arithmetic functions in electronic
circuits. His desire was to create a machine that could be set up to do algebraic calculations, decrypt codes, manipulate files and play chess. Although the design of the ACE was feasible, the secrecy that prevailed during the war led to delays in launching the project to Tewing was disappointed. He later created a shortened code
instruction that spawned programming languages. In 1947 he took a gap year at Cambridge, during which time he wrote a groundbreaking work on artificial intelligence that was not published in life. In 1948, with the help of Frederick Calland Williams, the beginning of turing's car was first demonstrated. While in Cambridge and despite its
absence, the prototype pilot ACE continued to be built, which ran the first program in May 1950. Even though the full version of ACE Turing was never built, the design of other computers around the world largely owed to its concepts. [29] In mid-1948, he was appointed CEO of a computer lab at the University of Manchester and worked
on the software of one of Manchester's first real Computers, Mark I. At this point, he also conducted more abstract research and in his article in October 1950, Computing and Intelligence Tying treated the problem of artificial intelligence and suggested an experiment that is now known as the Tewing test , with the intention of identifying a
standard test by which the machine could be classified as sensitive or feeling. In the document, Türin suggested that instead of building a program to mimic the adult mind, it would be better to produce easier to mimic a child's mind and then subordinate it to education. The inverted form of the Tewing test is widely used online, a
CAPTCHA test that is designed to determine whether a user is a person rather than a computer. Tüling Test Home article: The Tüling trials the statue of the author and his portrait in the background. The Tewing test is a method of determining whether a machine can think. She is born out of an imitation game where there are three people:
an interrogator, a man and a woman. The interrogator separates from the other two, and can communicate with them only through language they understand. The purpose of the interrogator is to find out who the woman is and who the man is, while the other two, convince him that they are a woman. In his 1950 article, Computing and
Intelligence, Tewing replaces one of the questions posed by the computer and changes the goals of the game: machine recognition. The computer can be called smart if he manages to deceive a person, believing that he is a man - Alan Turing. [30] The way to take a machine test is mostly made up of someone talking to a computer in
another room using a chat system. If a person cannot determine whether he or she is talking to a person or a computer, then the computer Smart. In 2014, for the first time, Yevhen Gotsman's chatbot managed to convince thirty judges who participated in evidence that they were communicating with a thirteen-year-old Ukrainian boy. [32]
The first computer chess program Main article: Alan Turing computer chess in 1951. Between 1948 and 1950, together with his former partner D.G. Champernov, he began writing a chess program for a computer that did not exist yet. In 1952, he tried to implement it at ferranti Mark 1, but due to lack of power, the computer was unable to
run the program. Instead, Tewing played a game in which he manually reproduced calculations that would make a computer cost about an hour and a half to make a move. One of the games was recorded, and the show was lost to Turing's colleague, Alik Glennie. His trial was a significant, characteristically provocative and great
contribution to the beginning of the debate around artificial intelligence, which is still ongoing today. [33] Cybercrimes The main article: CyberneticsWorked with Norbert Viner in the development of cybernetics. This field of research is generated from the demand for management systems, which requires the progressive development of
production techniques since the twentieth century. Cybernetics aims to establish a system of communication between man and machine as a fundamental prerequisite for managing control systems. His research deepened this connection by establishing the concept of the interface and questioning the limits of modeling human
considerations. Research on pattern formation and mathematical biology The main paper: The Tewing Tewing Patterns worked from 1952 until he died in 1954 in mathematical biology, particularly in morphogeneosis. In 1952 he published a work on this topic Chemical Foundations of Morphogenesis. His main interest was to understand
fibonacci filotaxes, that is, the existence of Fibonacci numbers in plant structures. He used reactionary-diffusion equations, which are currently crucial to understanding the formation of patterns in the field of ontogenetic development biology (embryology). His later works were not published until 1992 in the book Complete Works of .M.
Tewing. Tewing's theories gain recognition from experimental biologists because one of the mechanisms by which cells that are genetically identical can differentiate differences and engender complex organisms. [34] Turing's homosexuality and prosecution of Turing's death in his professional career were cut short when he was
prosecuted for his homosexuality. In 1952, Arnold Murray, a lover of bullying, helped complicit in entering Turing's house to rob him. Tewing contacted the police to report the crime. During the police investigation, Turin admitted his homosexuality, which accused him of serious indecency and sexual perversion (acts of homosexuality were
illegal in the UK at the time), just as Oscar Wilde had more than 50 years earlier. Making sure he had nothing to apologize for, he did not defend himself against the charges and was convicted. According to his widespread trial, he was given the opportunity to go to prison or undergo chemical castration through hormonal treatment to
reduce libido. He eventually opted for estrogen injections that lasted a year and caused significant physical changes, such as breast appearance or noticeable weight gain, leading him to suffer from erectile dysfunction. Alan Turing Monument in Whitworth Gardens, Manchester, United Kingdom. In a letter of this era to his friend Norman
Routledge, Tewing wrote in the form of false reflection silologism, linking social denial caused by homosexuality to the intellectual challenge of demonstrating the possibility of intelligence on computers. In particular, he was concerned about That attacks on his man may overshadow his ai considerations:[35] Tewing believes that machines
think Tewing is lying with men Then machines don't think Two years after the trial, in 1954, he died of cyanide poisoning, apparently after drinking a poisoned apple that he hadn't fully swallowed, in a context that was officially assessed as a suicide. [37] Several people considered her death intentional, although her mother tried to deny the
cause of her death, which linked her to an accidental swallow caused by a lack of precautions in storing laboratory chemicals. The last years of his life were bitter and restrained. This erration led to a number of hypotheses, including murder. On September 10, 2009, British Prime Minister Gordon Brown released a statement apologizing
on behalf of his government for the treatment of Alan Turing during his later life. This communique was the result of a public mobilization with a call for the government to formally apologize for the prosecution of Alan Turing. However, in 2012, David Cameron's British government denied pardoning a scientist,[40] claiming that
homosexuality was then considered a crime. [41] Finally, on December 24, 2013, she was pardoned for all manner of wrongdoing on the orders of Queen Elizabeth II. [7] Lama Recognition Plate in Turing's old house. A statue of Tewing at the University of Surrey. The Statue of Tewing was unveiled in Manchester on June 23, 2001. It is
located in Sackville Park, between the University of Manchester building on Whitworth Street and the village on the Gay Canal Street. Coinciding with the 50th anniversary of his death, a commemorative plaque was discovered at his former home, Hollymead, in Wilmslow on June 7, 2004. The Computing Association annually presents the
Tewing Award to prominent people for their technical contribution to the world of computing. This award is widely regarded as the equivalent of the Nobel Prize in the World of Computing. The Alan Turing Institute was opened by UMIST (Manchester Institute of Science and Technology) and the University of Manchester in the summer of
2004. On June 5, 2004, a commemorative event of Turing's life and work was held at the University of Manchester, organised by the British Logical Colloquium and the British Society for the History of Mathematics. On October 28, 2004, a bronze statue of Alan Turing, sculpted by John U. Mills, was discovered at the University of Surrey.
The statue commemorates the 50th anniversary of Turing's death. He portrays Tewing carrying his books across campus. [42] On June 23, 2012, on the centenary of Turing's birth, Google introduced a small Turing machine among its usual doodles capable of comparing two lines of binary characters. Urban legend claims that the Apple
Computers logo pays homing to Tüsting and his suicide by eating a cyanide-poisoned apple. Even a rainbow on the logo would be a tribute to Turing's homosexuality. However, these assumptions were disdain for Rob Janoff, creator of the Apple logo and in fact, the colors are not even displayed in the same order as on the rainbow flag,
since it was developed two years after the creation of this image. [43] Turing in the film In a British TV broadcast directed by Alex Garland, Ex Machina (2015) talks about passing Turing's test for an artificial intelligence android. [44] The British broadcast of Breaking the Code (1996), in which Derek Jacobi appears as Alan Turing, is an
adaptation of Hugh Whitemore's 1986 play of the same name. [45] The Imitation Game (2014, directed by Morten Tildum, with Benedict Cumberbatch and Keira Knightley) tells the story of the life of mathematician Alan Turing and its decisive influence on the development of World War II. It explains how the secret codes of the enigma
sophisticated machine used by the Nazis Message. Bletchley Park, a Netflix series about British jobs, to crack German codes during World War II. Tewing in the literature of Tewing is one of the characters in Neil Stevenson's World War II section of Kryptonomycon. Hugh Whitemore's play Breaking the Code is about Turing's life and
death. In John L. Casty's novel The Cambridge Quintet (1998), which belongs to the science fiction genre, one of the central characters is Alan Turing. Greg Egan's sci-fi tale Oracle (2000) stars Thuring's alter ego in a parallel timeline with a different name. In Arthur C. Clarke's 2001 sci-fi novel, constant references are made to Tewing
and his machine test in hal's case. In Edmundo Pas Sold's novel Delirium Thurina (2003), one of the characters is inspired by Turing and the other is called the same. William Gibson's sci-fi novel Neuromante mentions the Tewing Police, which tracks the emergence of artificial intelligences in cyberspace. In Jean Teulé's novel Suicide
Shop, one of the Tuache family's children is named after Alan Turing. In the graphic novel Enigma: The Strange Life of Alan Turing, you can find a biography by Alan Turing, written by Francesca Riccioni and illustrated by Tuono Pettinato translated into Spanish by Othor Balcells Matas for the editorial board of NORMA (2015). David
Lagerkrantz's novel Enigma Turing (Incora & Dolphin, 2018) reconstructs a Scotland Yard police investigation conducted when Turing was found dead at his home in Wilmslow, England. In Ian McEwan's novel Machines Like Me, he appears in a world with little change in real, in which Tewing doesn't die so soon. In Tewing's Utopia or
Harry Harrison's The Choice of Prison and Marvin Minsky (1992), it is described as artificial intelligence integrated with man. Turing in music In 2004, the audiovisual electronics team La M'quina de Turing was born in Barcelona in connection with Turing's work; they released an EP called Antídot under a GNU GPL license in 2010. Music
duo Matmos released a three-song EP called For Alan Turing in 2006. [47] In one of its tracks, a sample of one of the original Enigma machines. The band Hidrogenesse released their album A Dubious Binary Digit in 2012. A concert for Alan Turing, who is also dedicated to mathematics. Madrid band Nostalghia released in late January
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